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Abstract.—Primary biodiversity data represent the fundamental elements of any study in systematics and evolution. They are, however, no longer gathered as they used to be and the mass-production of observation-based occurrences is overthrowing the collection of specimen-based occurrences. Although this change in practice is a major upheaval with significant consequences in the study of biodiversity, it remains understudied and has not attracted yet the attention it deserves. Analyzing 536 million occurrences from the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) mediated data, we show that this spectacular change affects the 24 eukaryote taxonomic classes we targeted: from 1970 to 2016 the proportion of occurrences marked as traceable to tangible material (i.e. specimen-based occurrences) fell from 68 to 18 %; moreover, most of those specimen based-occurrences cannot be readily traced back to a specimen because the necessary information is missing. Ethical, practical or legal reasons responsible for this shift are known, and this situation appears unlikely to be reversed. Still, we urge scholars to acknowledge this dramatic change, embrace it and actively deal with it. Specifically, we emphasize why specimen-based occurrences must be gathered, as a warrant to allow both repeating evolutionary studies and conducting rich and diverse investigations. When impossible to secure, voucher specimens must be replaced with observation-based occurrences combined with ancillary data (e.g. pictures, recordings, samples, DNA sequences). Ancillary data are instrumental for the usefulness of biodiversity occurrences and we show that, despite improving technologies to collate them, they remain rarely shared. The consequences of such a change are not yet clear but we advocate collecting material evidence or ancillary data to ensure that primary biodiversity data collected lately do not partly become obsolete when doubtful.
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Primary biodiversity data, the bricks of systematics and evolutionary studies (May 1990; Funk and Richardson 2002; Hortal et al. 2015), are not gathered nowadays as they used to be. In the early days of systematics, specimens were collected methodically. Today, because of ethical and practical reasons partly imposed by the current biodiversity crisis, unvouchered observation records, i.e. observations with no link to any tangible material, are mainly gathered (Gaiji et al. 2013). Unvouchered observations and vouchered specimens are biodiversity occurrences of different fundamental nature, each having assets and liabilities. Unvouchered observations, for instance, are recorded and shared more rapidly than specimens are collected and databased. With unvouchered observations, biodiversity data accumulate faster than ever (Bisby 2000; Kitchin 2014), but the link to specimens in natural history collections is being lost. We argue here that the change in biodiversity data gathering [from specimen-based (SB) to observation-based (OB) occurrences] has strong consequences in systematics and evolutionary biology. This change must then be analysed, acknowledged, and its effects integrated in our practices; the sooner, the better.

Biodiversity occurrences are not equivalent to one another and, according to their nature (SB or OB, old or recent, with ancillary data or not, etc.), they offer more or less research opportunities (Fig. 1). Generally, a biodiversity occurrence contains a taxonomic identification, a localisation and a date (Ariño 2010). These three pieces of information can be provided for SB or OB occurrences, and, in both cases, can be accurate or not, and more or less precise. Accuracy and precision mostly depend on the collector’s skills and equipment, but they are also related to the nature of the primary biodiversity occurrence. In addition, a biodiversity occurrence, be it SB or OB, can be complemented with ancillary data such as pictures or samples, increasing the information content of biodiversity occurrences and their usefulness (Gaiji et al. 2013; Garrouste 2017; Fig. 1). Most ancillary data, however, cannot be gathered a posteriori of an OB occurrence, whereas it can be for a SB occurrence. Thus, the way primary biodiversity data are collected impacts their provided information content for current and future investigations.
This change in practice (proportionally much more OB than SB occurrences) is a major upheaval with spectacular consequences for systematics and evolutionary studies. Since the very beginning of systematics, specimens have been collected and used to inventory the diversity of life and later to decipher the relationships within the tree of life (Giribet 2015). Natural history collections (NHC), which now support biodiversity, morphology or molecular databases, have been put together and used for species identification and description, comparative anatomy, and phylogenetic studies, to name a few practices embodying their usefulness (Garner et al. 2014; Kemp 2015; Buerki and Baker 2016; Fig. 1). Databases containing mainly unvouchered observations would not be as profitable as data repositories composed of specimens but they have positive sides in return (e.g. the pace at which biodiversity occurrences are shared; datasets with higher statistical value, etc.) and can be complemented with diverse media. It is pivotal to accommodate to this shift now to make the best of it. As often, good legacy of previous practices and fruitful innovations must be retained and developed, while bad legacy must be put aside (Godfray 2002).

We argue that specimens belong to the good legacy and are too important to be put aside. Even though specimens, like digital data, are not everlasting, their existence offers a high guarantee for repeatability in the study of biodiversity (Huber 1998; Schilthuizen et al. 2015; Turney et al. 2015; Ceríaco et al. 2016; Grandcolas 2017; Gutiérrez and Pine 2017) and the possibility to apply technical advances on them. The recent revolutions in systematics, i.e. the use of DNA and much recently the advent of next generation sequencing (NGS), illustrate this point because they rely on specimens or samples (Pellens et al., 2016; Gutiérrez and Pine 2017). Even better, these technical advances are qualified as revolutionary because specimens are available to use them on, enabling us to engage in new research agenda (e.g. Anmarkrud and Lifjeld 2017). Similarly, in the era of phylogenomics, several authors have recently underlined the necessary revival of morphological studies in systematics, which, again, rely on specimens (e.g. Jenner 2004; Wiens 2004; Smith and Turner 2005; Yassin 2013; Pyron 2015; Wanninger 2015; Wipfler et al. 2016).

Beyond specimens, good practices about items providing additional information content (e.g. samples or pictures) should be advocated to assist the change in biodiversity data gathering (e.g. ...
Garrouste 2017). Every item of data associated with an occurrence (be either an unvouched observation or a specimen) is an additional evidence to fight against one or several of the seven currently identified biodiversity shortfalls (Hortal et al. 2015). The Linnean shortfall, the gap between the described species and the actual number of species, undoubtedly requires specimen collection (Ceríaco et al. 2016; Dubois 2017; Pine and Gutiérrez 2018; see Pape et al. 2016 for an opposite opinion). But other shortfalls could be filled, in certain cases, as efficiently with samples or pictures than with specimens. A picture or a DNA sample of a well-known species would efficiently contribute to reduce the Prestonian shortfall, i.e. the lack of knowledge about the abundance of species and their population dynamics in space and time (Cardoso et al. 2011). Indeed, when doubtful, a species attribution can be checked consulting the picture or sequencing DNA, so that observational occurrences with ancillary data constitute appropriate datasets for evolutionary studies.

When a paradigm shift is on the way, measures are required to guide this shift and ensure its maximal usefulness now and in the future. Here, we test whether a shift in the study of biodiversity (i.e. primary data are not SB anymore but mainly OB) is on the rise and whether it is restricted to some organisms. We also investigate when it started, whether it comes with more ancillary and precise data, and how it might affect the fields of systematics and evolution. Analysing 536 million occurrences from the GBIF (Global Biodiversity Information Facility) in 24 taxonomic classes, we show empirically that this shift is widely shared across eukaryotes. From then on, because current decisions will shape the future and to ensure maximal benefits of biodiversity occurrences in systematics and biodiversity research in general, we provide guidelines for primary biodiversity data gathering and sharing, guidelines easily met from individual research to broad citizen science programs.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Data set**

We downloaded all the data available from the GBIF portal in June 2016 (http://doi.org/10.15468/dl.hqesx6). These 649 million occurrences were saved as a Darwin Core
archive (www.tdwg.org). Occurrences from this archive were extracted and imported into a SQL
database, where they were indexed to reduce computation time of later queries. We focused on 24
taxonomic classes out of the 297 referenced in the GBIF, excluding the classes with less than 1 million
occurrences (9.4 million occurrences, distributed into 19 thousands species, had no class affiliation).
This filtering reduced the dataset to 626 million of occurrences (NBocc) and 1.01 million species,
representing more than 96 % of the total number of occurrences and 84 % of the total number of
species in the GBIF. Finally, because we computed statistics over time, data without a year of
collection were excluded. We ended up with 536 million occurrences, which is the dataset used to
compute all statistics. A lag exists between an occurrence event recording and its integration in the
GBIF database (S. Gaiji comm. pers.) and it might be related to the type of occurrences (i.e. specimen-
or observation-based). Consequently, even though we show results until 2016, we avoid interpreting
the last ten years results in the plots to limit the risk of hazardous conclusions.

Data Quantity

To calculate data quantity in the GBIF mediated data, the number of occurrences collected per
year was counted. Then, a data accumulation curve was computed.

Data Origin

In the GBIF, the origin of an occurrence can be specified using a controlled vocabulary in the
‘basisOfRecord’ field. As in Troudet et al. (2017), we distinguished “specimen-based occurrences”
linked to tangible material from “observation-based occurrences” (or disconnected observations). The
category “specimen” regrouped fossil specimen, living specimen, material sample, and preserved
specimen. The category “observation” regrouped human observation, machine observation,
observation, and literature. Literature occurrences could have been placed in the specimen category, a
solution we have discarded because the link to specimen is not straightforward. This choice does not
affect the conclusions drawn here because only 497,231 occurrences (i.e. <0.1 %) have a literature
origin. A third category, corresponding to the option “unknown”, was also kept.

Supporting Files
Supporting files (or links leading to such files) can be associated to an occurrence in the GBIF. They contribute to improve the traceability between a taxon name and a given occurrence. Two kinds of supporting files are mainly used: DNA sequences and multimedia files. For each of those supporting data, we computed 1) the quantity of both DNA sequences and multimedia files per year, and 2) the yearly numbers of DNA sequences and multimedia files divided by the yearly number of occurrences. This last number approximates (because a same occurrence can have several supporting files) the proportion of occurrence with supporting files.

To further understand the structure of the GBIF mediated data we also classified occurrences with supporting files according to their origin (i.e. ‘basisOfRecord’). Thus, we distinguished the number of specimen-based occurrences with multimedia supporting files from the observation-based and unknown occurrences with multimedia supporting files.

Development of Data Completeness

Primary biodiversity data are all the more useful as they are associated to a lot of information. The DarwinCore format currently in use in the GBIF (Wieczorek et al. 2012) provides 234 columns to record information as diverse as the ethology of a living specimen or the geological strata of a fossil specimen. A complete occurrence would never require these 234 columns to be filled, because there are always inapplicable columns for a given occurrence. Nevertheless, the development of data completeness over time can be estimated from the evolution of the proportion of columns containing information. We thus averaged the proportion of non-null (non-empty) columns per occurrence per year.

Development of Taxonomic and Spatial Precision

In general, a primary biodiversity occurrence is associated to a scientific name, which can be more or less precise depending on the skills of the identifier but also on the state and availability of taxonomic knowledge. We estimated taxonomic precision (in number and proportion per year) differentiating occurrences identified at least at the species level from supra-specific occurrences. The proportion of occurrences identified at the species or infraspecific level was used to estimate the
taxonomic precision of the GBIF mediated occurrences. As for the development of spatial
imprecision, it was calculated as the number and proportion, per year, of occurrences lacking
coordinates or flagged in the GBIF as data with coordinate issues.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A Shift in the Recording of Primary Biodiversity Data

In the current context of biodiversity crisis, numerous pleas have incited the scientific community to collect as much biodiversity data as possible, out of the fear it might disappear before we even knew of its existence (May 2004; Butchart et al. 2010). These calls have been heard and, indisputably, biodiversity data accumulate faster than ever (Fig. 2 and Supporting Information), a trend most classes of organisms exhibit even though for a few of them the trend is not so strong (Troudet et al. 2017). The >57 million occurrences submitted to the GBIF in 2014, more than five times the amount of data submitted ten years earlier (i.e. 11 million occurrences in 2004), embody this report (Supporting Information). With this spectacular acceleration, the amount of data available to scientists is so huge that the study of biodiversity has entered into the “Big Data” era (Hampton et al. 2013; Joppa et al. 2016; Kelling et al. 2009). Arguably, this trend reflects the advent of new scientific communities taking or renewing their interest in biodiversity. It may also suggest an increasing appeal of the public for biodiversity. In both cases, this situation offers new opportunities that will enrich our understanding of biodiversity and generate a higher awareness of conservation issues or of biodiversity shortfalls (Hortal et al. 2015). Other benefits followed such as an increased power in statistical analyses because of larger datasets or the possibility to tackle issues at large taxonomical, temporal or spatial scales (Rosenheim and Gratton 2017). However, the large volume of data is also a curation challenge that must be handled to avoid passing on a dubious source of knowledge to future generations because of a fall in data quality (Howe et al. 2008), a criticism regularly brought up for GBIF mediated data (e.g. Yesson et al. 2007).

This acceleration is triggered, at least partly, by a change in the way biodiversity data are recorded. The origin of biodiversity data has shifted from a majority of specimen-based (SB) to a
majority of observation-based (OB) occurrences. This shift has been previously suspected (Gaiji et al. 2013) and we show here that, from 1970 to 2016, the proportion of occurrences traceable to tangible material (i.e. specimens) fell from 68% to 18%. This decrease is not due to recent digitization initiatives because we used the collection/observation date, and not the digitization date, to compute these statistics. This result applies to the 24 classes studied, except for a few eccentric cases such as Globothalamea and Polychaeta (Figs. 2 and 3). Likely, these exceptions relate to specific practices for observing, collecting or curating these organisms, or to their low volume of primary biodiversity data, which might cast doubt on their atypical trends. Besides, this shift might be slightly inflated because it presumably requires less time to integrate OB than SB occurrences in the GBIF. Still, ignoring the last ten years to limit this potential bias (shaded area in Fig. 2), this shift remains striking. It started, for most of the organisms, in the second half of the 20th century and kept intensifying ever since. On the opposite, the number of SB occurrences has stagnated, or increased marginally at best, in the past 40 years. More worrying, most of SB occurrences cannot be readily traced back to a specimen: Only 238,000 occurrences have a filled “materialsamplid” column, representing only 0.28% of the 84 million SB occurrences. This number illustrates that the way SB occurrences are recorded in biodiversity databases must be improved. Even though a specimen exists somewhere, it cannot be located without a potentially complex investigation procedure. This situation hampers the verification process, a founding step in scientific practice (Turney et al. 2015). Although scientists can be delighted with the pace at which biodiversity data accumulate, they cannot be satisfied with a biodiversity research relying mainly on unverifiable or hardly verifiable occurrences.

Divergent causes, not necessarily exclusive, may explain this practice shift. In a context of massive biodiversity loss, a sense of urgency fueled the pleas for accelerated data collection (Hampton et al. 2013) and encouraged the accumulation of unvouchered observations, less destructive and easier to produce, share and store than specimen-based occurrences. Ethical considerations and conservation issues that hinder specimen collections have commonly been put forward (e.g. Minteer et al. 2014), although they are debatable in some situations (Dubois and Nemésio 2007; Dubois 2009; Dubois 2017; Löbl 2017). The adoption of the Nagoya protocol by many countries and the development of
mobile applications have undoubtedly contributed to this shift as well. Concurrently, Grandcolas (2017) suggested that this shift started when biodiversity sciences merged with general biology, more interested in discovering general patterns and laws than in documenting diversity that is supposedly already known enough. Others underlined the lack of human and economic resources to ensure both the gathering of specimens and the curation of natural history collections (Kemp 2015). These reasons could have favoured a decrease in specimen collection. On the other hand, the number of observation-based occurrences has dramatically increased with, for instance, the rise of citizen science that enable to rapidly produce a vast amount of observational data (Dickinson et al. 2012) and that will certainly become more attracting and rewarding for the public in the future (e.g. Silvertown et al. 2015). Given the multiple origins of this trend, it seems unlikely to be reversed in the near future and must be organised and guided to ensure maximal benefits for the study of biodiversity.

Primary Biodiversity Data for systematics and evolutionary studies in the 21st Century: Are We There Yet?

The importance of collecting specimens in taxonomy, evolution and ecology cannot be overemphasized (Huber 1998; Schilthuizen et al. 2015) and two main points, previously discussed in the literature, must be reiterated. First, specimens are needed for species description and for the study of biodiversity in general (Krell and Wheeler 2014; Rocha et al. 2014; Ceríaco et al. 2016; Dubois 2017; Gutiérrez and Pine 2017; Pine and Gutiérrez 2018 contra Minteer et al. 2014; Marshall and Evenhuis 2015; Pape et al. 2016). A crucial argument is the utility of specimens for checking species identification. The spectacular growth in biodiversity occurrences is a fantastic opportunity for researchers if, and only if, occurrence quality can be somehow evaluated. Goodwin et al. (2015) assessed that up to half of tropical plant identifications in museum collections were false. Correcting identification errors can be done after examining specimens, but is impossible for unvouchered observations. If Goodwin et al.’s estimation is correct and generalizable to most primary data, the need for some specimens, or at least ancillary data to observation occurrences, is critical. Encouragingly, Kosmala et al (2016) showed that high quality data were obtained in diverse citizen science programs, suggesting that biodiversity data gathered for well-known taxa (Troudet et al. 2017) or geographic
areas (Meyer et al. 2016) might contain fewer errors than in the study of Goodwin et al. (2015).

Second, the revived focus on morphology advocated lately in systematics requires specimens (Jenner 2004, Wiens 2004, Smith and Turner 2005, Yassin 2013, Pyron 2015, Wanninger 2015, Wipfler et al. 2016). Authors recommending this revival underlined that comparative morphology not only brings phylogenetic characters but also allows including fossil taxa in phylogenetic analyses (e.g. Pyron 2011; Wood et al. 2013), enabling us to better estimate the structure and branch length of the reconstructed trees (Wiens et al. 2010; Pyron 2015). Given that phylogenetic thinking has become of paramount importance in biology, improvements in phylogenetic estimation offer large potentialities in comparative analyses and evolutionary studies, and in the study of biodiversity in general (Losos et al. 2013; Buerki et al. 2015).

To happen, this encouraging prospect must be supported with the adequate facilities and workforce to host, curate, describe and identify these specimens. Worryingly, many institutions devoted to these tasks face budget cuts (Kemp 2015). Museums and curators can neither handle the large amount of specimens collected over the world nor ensure the best preservation conditions of these specimens and their identification. It is a critical topic to urgently consider together with this paradigm shift (Kemp 2015; Schilthuizen et al. 2015), and unvouchered observations complemented with ancillary data can contribute to limit this issue.

A specimen is not always necessary for a primary biodiversity data to be useful. Instead of specimens, and in complement to unvouchered observations, digital data or molecular data can be collated. New technologies offer a wide range of tools and methods to collect concrete specimen evidence in nature, and it is now relatively easy and affordable to obtain DNA sequences, images and sound recordings. Then, using molecular and digital data should now be a common practice in the study of biodiversity, as the exponential growth of molecular data and phylogenies, and the development of morphological databases and ontogenies would suggest (Lathe et al. 2008; Parr et al. 2012; Deans et al. 2012, 2015). We show here that digital and DNA data are increasingly used (63,271 and 878,308 ancillary data were collected in 1950 and 2010, respectively) but these data remain patently underemployed (Fig. 4). Only 2.5 % of all the GBIF-mediated occurrences for the 24 focal
classes were linked to digital data and 1.5 % to DNA sequences. Worse, proportionally, they become more and more negligible, regarding the large quantity of observations without supporting data. This situation might be improving lately, but the post-2008 tendency observed demands to be confirmed in future years (Fig. 4), which would be happening only if scholars take up the pedagogic and practical challenge of highlighting the importance of ancillary data for biodiversity occurrences. Moreover, and quite inconsistently, digital and DNA data were less used for OB than for SB occurrences (Fig. 5). They would yet be more useful for OB biodiversity data given that they would constitute the only way to independently check or update observation occurrences, whereas one can refer to specimens, as long as those are kept and the traceability chain is not broken, for SB occurrences (Page 2015; Nualart et al. 2017). The high proportion of sequences associated to primary biodiversity data of unknown origin could suggest that when a sample is performed, occurrences are often classified in the catch-all class ‘unknown origin’.

In addition to ancillary data, the usefulness of primary biodiversity occurrences can be maximized through a higher level of precision and completeness in recordings. We expect biodiversity data occurrences to be more precise and complete now than before because tools that are more efficient have been developed. Whatever the nature of the occurrence, spatial coordinates for instance can be easily provided with a high precision level given the democratization of GPS. Data completeness should also improve because of the growing awareness that a global and comprehensive picture of biodiversity is needed. Our results showed that, in proportion, data precision does improve but that data completeness stagnates (Fig. 6 and Supporting Information). The proportion of data with geospatial issues in the GBIF (i.e. data with low spatial precision) decreased from 50.2 % in 1900 to 0.6 % in 2014 in spite of a larger number of occurrences with spatial imprecision – this number being quite stable over the past 30 years (Fig. 6A). Over the same period, records identified at the species level augmented from 89.6% to 99.4%, with once again an increase of supra-species records (Fig. 6B). While species identification and spatial precision improves, so does niche modelling results for instance, which promises significant advances in biogeography (e.g. Meseguer et al. 2015; Töpel et al.
Given the progresses of technology and the proportion of people owning smartphones with photo and GPS capabilities, targeting a higher level of completeness in biodiversity data is legitimate but the reasons and the necessity of this objective must be well-advertised, a task that falls to scholars. They have the power to modulate the current trend, demanding a minimal amount of ancillary data when designing their personal or collaborative research projects, including citizen science programs. Taking pictures or samples, not necessarily systematically but more often than now, should be part of the scientific protocol. This will not replace the wealth that specimens in natural history collection offer (Funk and Richardson 2002; Buerki and Baker 2016) but would limit the risk that entire datasets become useless when data inaccuracy is suspected. In a recent study, Silvertown et al. (2015) show, for instance, that accurate species identification was achieved using pictures of organisms found in the UK. Whatever its nature and quantity of ancillary data, primary biodiversity data must be made available, and this evolution would require the adequate infrastructures to support the massive amount of data one can foresee. Several data storage and compression options are currently investigated (e.g. Marx 2013; Numanagic et al. 2016), which suggests it will not be an insurmountable hurdle. The costs that should be deployed are substantial but are worth it for evolutionary biologists and for the society. Besides, these efforts would result in large image and DNA databases, whose usefulness, accuracy and automatic search efficiency would augment together with their supply, as a virtuous circle.

The fear of biodiversity disappearance has triggered a vague of biodiversity data accumulation. We are in the middle of a paradigm change where most biodiversity data are not anymore gathered like it used to be. This paradigm change has been undergone without any supervision. Even though some aspects of these changes are highly beneficial, others are suboptimal and must not be ignored. We must act now to allow a better monitoring of the biodiversity research agenda and to continue shaping how biodiversity data should be gathered, diversifying the objects of collection (e.g. specimens, samples, DNA, images, etc. – Knapp 2015). We argue that ancillary data (samples, DNA, pictures) must be collected more methodically than today (Joppa et al. 2016), to avoid disillusionment.
when we will realize that unvouched observations were not sufficient to address some current and future preoccupying issues about systematics and evolutionary studies.
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Figure captions

Figure 1: Illustrations of observation-based and specimen-based primary biodiversity occurrences and their potential uses. a) Observations (top) and voucher specimens (bottom) can be complemented with ancillary data such as multimedia files or DNA sequences. For observations, these additional data must be acquired when the observation is performed; it cannot be performed later. On the opposite, for specimens – as long as they are well-curated, which is unfortunately not always possible – ancillary data can be gathered later (this feature is symbolized through the continuous background and the arrows). b) Three hypothetical case studies – Because data can be acquired later, a specimen occurrence offers a wide range of studies and analyses. Conversely, for observation occurrences, the spectrum of analyses depends on the existence or not of ancillary data: an unvouchered observation will not allow as many studies as an observation combined with a DNA sample (the interdiction signs cover studies that cannot be achieved). Pictograms for specimen, observation, DNA and photos were designed by FreepiK from Flaticon.

Figure 2: Number of primary biodiversity occurrences per year and origin from 1900 to today. The plot shows that observation-based occurrences have outnumbered specimen-based occurrences since 1970 and that this excess is growing. Occurrences from the last ten years are shaded because the pace at which data are added within the GBIF portal, especially for specimen-based occurrences, likely affects them.

Figure 3: Proportion of occurrences per year of collection and origin for a particular class. For each class, areas represent, from top to bottom, the proportions of specimen-based, observation-based and unknown origin occurrences. Contrary to 50 years ago, a majority of observation occurrences is reported whatever the taxonomic class.

Figure 4: The increase of ancillary data to biodiversity occurrences does not keep pace with biodiversity data accumulation. The top plot shows a yearly report of the number of multimedia files and DNA sequences linked to occurrences. The bottom plot shows the mean number of additional data per occurrence with multimedia files and DNA sequences.
Figure 5: Occurrences with ancillary data are mainly specimen occurrences. Occurrences with multimedia files (left) are mainly specimen-based, whereas occurrences with DNA sequences (right) are either specimen-based or of unknown origin. Very few observations-based occurrences are provided with ancillary data.

Figure 6: a) Spatial and b) taxonomic precision in the GBIF mediated data improve over time in proportion. The plot a) shows the number of occurrences collected each year lacking coordinates or tagged as having geospatial issues in the GBIF (plain line). Yet, the proportion of those occurrences is decreasing (dashed line). The plot b) shows the number of occurrences identified at least at the species level or at a higher taxonomic rank. The number of occurrences identified at a higher taxonomic rank is increasing with time. Yet, the proportion of occurrences identified at least at the species level is increasing.
a) The different natures and uses of biodiversity occurrences

b) Research opportunities for three examples of biodiversity occurrences

**Legends**
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Millions of additional DNA sequences and Multimedia files are shown in the graph.

The mean number of additional data per occurrence is depicted over the years from 1900 to 2000.
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